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QI) Read the following passage and answer the questions

5

You may have heard about a great human friend of oursDrSalimAli. He had even suggested that
we should be given the status of the National Bird of our country but thehonour went to our
beautiful relative – the peacock. I am happy to tell you that I am the state bird of Rajasthan. We
havegot ten sanctuaries for our protection but sadly, our number is still going down. We used to
live in all parts India
But slowly the growing population of man pushed us away from more than 90 percent of our
home regions. We are afraid of hunters that kill us for fun. We also die due to electric power
lines that we can’t see while flying.We are losing homes.Today only the last 200 of us are left in
the world.We need your support and love in order to survive. Can you help us?
Questions
i)

Who is the friend of the birds?

ii)

What title is given to the peacock ?

iii)

What steps should be taken to protect the birds?

iv)

We need your support and love in order to survive (Change to interrogative sentence)

v)

Pick out two nouns from the passage and state their kind.

Q II) Read the poem and answer the questions.

4

Everybody, Everywhere seeks happiness—
Its true
But finding it and keeping it
Seems difficult to do
Difficult because we think
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That happiness is found
Only in the places where
Wealth and fame abound
And so we go on searching in
‘ palaces of pleasure
Seeking recognition
And monetary pleasure.
Questions
1) What do we go on searching for?
2) What are we seeking palaces of pleasure
3) Use in sentence a) search b) monetary
QIII) Do as Directed
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

6

The book was on the table . ( change into negative)
Wait for me in the corridor. ( Change into interrogative sentence)
The angel stood and ____________________________( fill with compound predicate)
We saw _______________of pearls lying on the road.( write suitable collective noun)
State whether the following are countable or uncountable nouns
A) coffee B) children
Give the comparative form of a) strong B) superlative form of beautiful

QIV) Write a letter to your friend thanking him / her for the wonderful watch gifted by
him/her on your birthday.
5
……………………………………………………………………………………….
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